You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BRAUN MQ775. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the BRAUN MQ775 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
We hope you thoroughly enjoy your new Braun appliance. Pilot light The pilot light (2) shows the status of the appliance, when it is connected to an electrical
outlet. Pilot light Red flashing Green Red Appliance/operating status Appliance is ready for use Appliance is released (switch release button is pressed) and
can be switched on Appliance is overheated. let it cool down. It is ready for use again when the pilot light flashes red Before use Please read the use
instructions carefully and completely before using the appliance. Caution • The blades and the tools (15a,b) are very sharp! to avoid injuries , please handle
them with utmost care.  Always unplug the appliance when it is left unattended and before assembling, disassembling, cleaning and storing.  The appliance
is not intended for use by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, unless they are supervised by a person responsible for
their safety. Keep the appliance out of reach of children to ensure that they do not play with it.  Before operating the food processor attachment, make sure
that the lid interlock (10d) is properly clicked in and that the pusher (10b) is in place.
 Do not insert other tools than the pusher (10b) into the filling tube during processing.  Do not hold the motor part (4) nor the whisk gear box (8a) under
running water, nor immerse them in water. @@ Braun electric appliances meet applicable safety standards. @@@@@@ • The appliance is constructed to
process normal household quantities.  The beaker (7) and the bowl (11) are not microwaveproof.
smartspeed technology Smartspeed switch for variable speeds One squeeze , all speeds. The more you press, the higher the speed (fig. a). The higher the
speed, the faster and finer the blending and chopping results. One handed operation: the Smartspeed switch (3) allows you to turn on the motor part and
control the speed with one hand.
How to use the appliance First use: Remove the transportation lock from the motor part (4) by pulling it at the red strap. First press the safety button (1) with
your thumb and hold. The pilot light will light up permanently green. 2. Then directly press the Smartspeed switch (3) according to the desired speed. If the
Smartspeed switch (3) is not pressed within 5 seconds, the appliance cannot be switched on for safety reasons. The pilot light flashes red. In order to switch
the appliance on, start again with step 1. 3. During operation you do not have to keep the safety button pressed.
description (see table on p. 3) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Safety button Pilot light Smartspeed switch / variable speeds Motor part Release buttons Blender shaft Beaker
a Gear box b Whisk Compact kitchen machine accessory 10 Lid 10a Coupling for motor part 10b Pusher 10c Filling tube 10d Lid interlock 11 Bowl 12 Antislip ring 13 Blade 14 Kneading tool 15 Tool holder 15a Slicing tool 15b Shredding tools (fine, coarse) Hand blender (see p. 3/fig. B) The hand blender is
perfectly suited for preparing dips, sauces, soups, mayonnaise and baby food as well as for mixing drinks and milk shakes. For best blending results use
highest speed.  Click the motor part (4) into the blender shaft (6).  Position the hand blender deep in a beaker or bowl. Then switch the appliance on as
described above.  After use unplug and press the release buttons (5) to detach the motor part. When blending directly in the saucepan while cooking, remove
the pan from the stove first to avoid splashing of the boiling liquid (risk of scalding! ).
9 Please clean all parts before using for the first time (see paragraph «Cleaning» / table C). 15 g), salt and pepper to taste Place all ingredients (at room
temperature) into the beaker in the a. Place the hand blender on the bottom of the beaker. Operate the hand blender at maximum speed, keep it in this position
until the oil starts emulsifying. Then without switching off slowly raise the shaft to the top of the mixture and back down to incorporate the rest of the oil.
Processing time: from 1 minute (for salad) up to 2 minutes for more stiffness (e. Fill the bowl with food. @@ 3. @@ 4. Insert the motor part (4) into the
coupling (10a) until it locks.
5. Plug in the appliance and make sure the pusher is in place. 6. Switch the appliance on and hold the bowl with the other hand. 7. @@Carefully take out the
blade before removing the processed food. To remove the blade, slightly turn it then pull it off. @@@@ Place the whisk in a bowl and only then switch the
appliance on. @@Then pull the whisk out of the gear box. tips for best results • Use a medium-sized bowl.
 Move the whisk clockwise, holding it slightly inclined. @@ • Beaten egg whites (max. @@@@@@Using full speed, mix the batter until smooth. @@@@
250 g flour).  Place the kneading tool into the bowl (11).  Fill the bowl with max. 250 g flour, then add the other ingredients except liquids. • Turn the
appliance on at full speed.  Add liquids through the filling tube while the motor is running. @@@@@@ stop kneading shortly after dough has formed a
ball.
Dough will become too soft from excessive kneading. @@@@@@@@@@ 5/fig. E) Using the slicing tool (15a), you can slice e. Using the shredding tools
(15b), you can shred e. @@@@ 2.
@@ 3. @@ caution: The blade is very sharp! Always hold it by the upper plastic part and handle it carefully. Carefully remove the plastic cover from the
blade. 1. Place the blade on the centre pin of the bowl (11) and give it a turn so that it locks.
Insert the motor part into the coupling (10a) until it locks. 5. Plug in the appliance and insert the food to be processed into the filling tube. Never reach into
the filling tube when the appliance is switched on. Always use the pusher (10a) to feed in food. 7. After use unplug and press the release buttons (5) to detach
the motor part. Take out the tool holder before removing the processed food. To remove the tool (15a,b), push it up at the one end that protrudes at the bottom
side of the tool holder. C) Clean the motor part (4) and the whisk gear box (8a) with a damp cloth only.
The lid (10) can be cleaned under running water, but do not immerse it in water, nor clean it in a dishwasher. All other parts can be cleaned in a dishwasher.
You may remove the anti-slip rings from the chopper bowls for extra thorough cleaning. When processing foods with a high pigment content (e. g. Carrots),
the plastic parts of the appliance may become discoloured. Wipe these parts with vegetable oil before cleaning them. Accessories (can be bought individually,
not available in every country) MQ 20: MQ 30: MQ 40: 350 ml compact chopper to chop herbs, onions, garlic, chillies, nuts etc. 500 ml chopper to chop
carrots , meat , onions , etc. 1000 ml chopper to chop, mix, blend and crush ice Recipe example: Vanilla-Honey-Prunes (as a pancake stuffing or spread): •
Fill the «hc» chopper bowl (MQ 20, see accessories) with 50 g prunes and 70 g creamy honey.
 Chop 4 seconds at maximum speed (fully press the Smartspeed button).
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Subject to change without notice. this appliance conforms to EC directive 2004/108/EC on Electromagnetic Compatibility and EC regulation no. 1935/2004
on materials intended for contact with food. Please do not dispose of the product in the household waste at the end of its useful life.
Disposal can take place at a Braun Service Centre or at appropriate collection points provided in your country. Opbevar apparatet utilgængeligt for børn for
at sikre, at de ikke leger med det. Betjening med én hånd: Smartspeed-knappen (3) giver dig mulighed for at tænde for motordelen og styre hastigheden med
én hånd. Gør følgende for at tænde for det: 1. Hvis Smartspeed-knappen (3) ikke trykkes ned inden for 5 sekunder, kan man ikke tænde for apparatet af
sikkerhedsgrunde.
kontrollampen blinker rødt. For at tænde for apparatet skal man starte forfra med trin 1. @@Dejen bliver for blød, hvis den æltes for længe. Tænd for
apparatet for at betjene det. @@@@@@Teknologi for smarthastighet Bryter for smarthastighet med regulerbar hastighet Ett trykk, alle hastigheter. 3) 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 Sikkerhetsknapp Indikatorlampe Bryter for smarthastighet / regulerbar hastighet Motordel Utløserknapper Blandestav Beger a Girkobling b Visp
Redskaper til kompakt kjøkkenmaskin 10 Lokk 10a Kobling for motordel 10b Stapper 10c Påfyllingsrør 10d Låsesperre 11 Bolle 12 Sklisikker ring 13
Knivblad 14 Elteinnsats 15 Innsatsholder 15a Snitteinnsats 15b Riveinnsatser (fin, grov) Stavmikser (se s. Når stavmikseren brukes direkte i kjelen under
matlagingen, skal du ta kjelen vekk fra platen for å unngå at det spruter kokende væske (fare for skålding! Deigen blir for myk hvis den eltes for mye. Anslut
apparatens kontakt till eluttaget och se till att pådrivaren sitter på plats. Blanda till smet Med knivbladen (13) kan du även blanda till smet t. Tillbehör till
kompakt köksmaskin Tillbehören till den kompakta köks.
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